
Business Reinvestment and Liquidity Strategy: Before investing in the market, you may need to look
for investment opportunities in your business and ensure that you have the necessary liquidity for the
next 12-24 months

Special Assistance Programs:  Current government support provides tremendous benefits for business
owners; ensure you are taking advantage of applicable opportunities (ex: Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security (CARES) Act)

Tax Loss Recognition: Recognizing tax losses allows you to minimize your annual tax liability and have
more flexibility when recognizing gains in the future

Roth Conversions: Converting Traditional IRAs to Roth IRAs when the market is down could be
advantageous for long-term tax planning. Furthermore, you can pay the tax from your non-retirement
accounts increasing the tax-free amount in your Roth

Rebalance Your Portfolio: Your portfolio has likely shifted from its target percentage of stocks and
bonds and rebalancing will allow you to buy low and sell high to get back to your targeted risk model

Allocation & Tax Location: Positioning your assets based on tax registration can enhance your total net
return without impacting your level of risk

Allocating Excess Cash to Market Long Term: Market pullbacks can create great opportunities to build
a long-term position for your investment portfolio. Allocate wisely and although you can’t time the
bottom you can invest advantageously

Estate Planning Gifts: With valuations being low on asset prices as well as a high estate exemption, it
may be a great time to revisit estate planning

Refinancing: Low interest rates provide an opportunity to reassess your loans and capital structure

Strategic Planning – AltruVista’s Wealth with Purpose® Process: Reviewing your overall personal
strategic plan can yield better personal clarity, ensure alignment with your team of professional
advisors and provide peace of mind for you and your family
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